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SOS CAMPAIGN 2011 
 
The SOS campaign will alert Australians to the systematic Islamisation of our public schools in 
textbooks, curriculum, tuck shops, uniforms and by the development of parallel rules.  
Q opposes what may be the well-intentioned rationale of social inclusion, but which has the 
opposite effect: religious and socio-cultural exclusion and emphasising of difference.  
 
We are committed to real integration and will campaign against practices that exclude either 
Muslims or non-Muslims from participating fully in Australian education, sport, cultural and social 
activities. Q will also campaign against an education system allowing one-sided, positive-only 
images of Islam to be portrayed, as this is indoctrination rather than education. 

 
Please read and distribute the 
comprehensive booklet written 
by our Deputy President, Mrs 
Vickie Janson in response to 
the infamous "Learning From 
One Another" (LFOA) 
curriculum project.  
 
Unfortunately, the ideological 
reorientation of the National 
Curriculum toward an 

indigenous and Asian perspective has also facilitated LFOA with its Muslim perspective, which 
ignores and undermines Australia’s traditional European values and ethics and offers preferential 
considerations to Muslim students.  
 
Vickie’s response is available to download from our website www.qsociety.org.au. Or write or call 
and we are happy to post copies free of charge to any public school and P&T association.  
 
Our SOS campaign is primarily a response to issues arising from this very disturbing LFOA 
curriculum project. The fundamental question to be asked is:  are we educating or indoctrinating? 
This must be answered by evaluating whether the representations in LFOA are historically and 
theologically accurate, and whether this curriculum will foster integration or instead promote 
segregation. 
 
Q Society will research, investigate, publish and debate the critical issues in order to address 
these important questions. Whether field trips to mosques with “come and pray with us” sessions; 
or preferential exemptions from uniform, sporting or extra curricular activities; discrimination and 
segregation of young Australians on religious grounds, halal-only food choices, or bowing to other 
perceived ‘cultural’ sensitivities of a religious minority: all these practices undermine true social 
cohesion and further the erosion of Australia’s free and open society.  
 
The SOS campaign will shine the light on these issues, which must be openly discussed.  
 
Let us start the debate! 
 
Q Society desires to restore integrity into the education system and uphold Australian values and 
culture. If you work in education, or are a student or parent and have personal experience of 
Islamisation in your local school, we want to hear from you.  
 
Campaign email sos@qsocaus.org 
 


